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EVACUATOR DEFENDER
Thank you for choosing the new Evacuator Defender. This new economical model offers the ultimate
protection and is available in four models, push button, push button with strobe, break glass call
point and break glass call point with strobe.







9v Cell operation
Reset-able Break glass feature
Bright xenon strobe light
Stylish bespoke moulded ABS case
Push Button or Break Glass model
Multilink option

Installing the Unit
1. Please separate the front cover from the back plate by removing the two chrome screws and
then site the back of the unit on a wall high enough to be visible and well away from any
obstructions. IMPORTANT (MOUNT WITH THE SIREN FACING DOWN)
2. Mark out the mounting holes using the four washers factory fixed on the unit. Drill and fix the
back plate using suitable fixings. Once fitted to the wall, post etc install the two PP3 batteries
into the clips
3. Now clip the 4 pin male multiplug connector from the front cover into the 4 pin female multiplug
connector on the back plate (please note that this will only fit one way)
4. Place front cover over the back plate and fix back into position using the fixing screws on the top
and bottom of the unit remembering not to over tighten, the unit is now ready for use.
5. Please test daily or in accordance with your Risk Assessment

4 x Mounting Holes

Multiplug Connector
for connecting front
to back

PP3 Battery
Connectors

IMPORTANT
Sounder must be facing the
bottom of the unit when
mounted
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Linking the Evacuator Defender
Evacuator 2

Evacuator 1

Connect black trace wire on
Evacuator 1 to the black trace
wire on Evacuator 2, do the same
again on the plain red wire.

This linking method can be used on upto 30 devices
Please note: Use a traceable two core bellwire for linking, for extra protection you can use two core
FP rated cable.

